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1 Introduction 

Karoo-Hoogland Local Municipality is located within the Namakwa District Municipality (NDM) in the 

western part of Northern Cape in South Africa. Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality is situated in the 

most southern part of the Northern Cape and spans an area of 34,038 square kilometers. The head 

office of the municipality is located in Fraserburg. The municipal area is divided into four wards 

encompassing Williston, Fraserburg, Sutherland, and the remaining rural areas. The two other main 

towns in the municipality are Williston and Sutherland. The roads to Sutherland and Williston from 

Fraserburg are only partially tarred. The Square Kilometre Array project, a major radio astronomy 

facility, is being built outside Sutherland.  

Figure 1: Karoo-Hoogland local municipality boundaries 

 
Source: Adapted from Wikimedia Commons 

A climate change vulnerability assessment performed for the district in 2012 determined that the 

district is highly vulnerable to climate change and is already experiencing the effects of a drying trend.  

Agriculture is the main economic driver, although there is a growing tourism industry focused on the 

natural assets of the area. Agriculture is focused on sheep and goat farming. The Square Kilometre 

Array project, a major radio astronomy facility, is being built outside Sutherland which is likely to boost 

local economic development and tourism. 

1.1 Purpose of the Local Municipality IWMP 
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In the first place, the purpose of the Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP) for the local 

municipality is to enable the municipality to fulfil its constitutionally mandated functions.  

The National Environmental Management: Waste Act, 2008 (Act No. 59 of 2008) further describes the 

legal requirement for local government authorities to put in place Integrated Waste Management 

Plans.  

The over-arching purpose of the IWMP is to ensure that waste management planning within Karoo-

Hoogland Local Municipality is aligned with the national policy and standards. In addition, it aims to 

ensure that waste management is sustainable, practical, implementable and acceptable to all key role 

players and parties expected to implement the plan, and that appropriate management frameworks 

and capacity are in place for the local municipality to discharge its responsibilities for delivery of waste 

management services. 

The guiding national policies for waste management to which the IWMP must give effect are described 

in the National Waste Management Strategy, 2011 (NWMS). Central to the NWMS is the 

implementation of the waste management hierarchy, the goal of which is to divert waste from landfills 

through waste reduction, reuse, and recycling, composting and other forms of diversion consistent 

with the principles of sustainable development.  

The Karoo-Hoogland LM Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP) examines distinct solid waste 

practices and how those individual elements interact as pieces of a larger management system.  

1.2 Aims and objectives of the Local Municipality IWMP 

The IWMP includes: 

 A situational analysis of waste management practices and infrastructure within the local 

municipality; 

 A gaps and needs analysis in relation to waste management; 

 An integrated waste management strategy that outlines the strategic objectives for waste 

management within the context of a logical framework;  

 An Implementation Plan; and 

 A monitoring and evaluation framework.  

The aim of the IWMP for the Karoo-Hoogland Local Municipality (KHLM) is to give effect to the objects 

of the National Environment Management: Waste Act as outlined in Section 2 by managing waste in 

a holistic and integrated manner that is cost effective and maximises efficiency while minimising 

health and environmental impacts. These objects are: 

a) to protect health, well-being and the environment by providing reasonable measures 
for— 

i. minimising the consumption of natural resources; 

ii. avoiding and minimising the generation of waste; 
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iii. reducing, re-using, recycling and recovering waste; 

iv. treating and safely disposing of waste as a last resort;  

v. preventing pollution and ecological degradation; 

vi. securing ecologically sustainable development while promoting justifiable 
economic and social development; 

vii. promoting and ensuring the effective delivery of waste services; 

viii. remediating land where contamination presents, or may present, a significant 
risk of harm to health or the environment: and  

ix. achieving integrated waste management reporting and planning; 

b) to ensure that people are aware of the impact of waste on their health, well-being and 
the environment; 

c) to provide for compliance with the measures set out in paragraph (a); and  

d) generally, to give effect to section 24 of the Constitution in order to secure an 
environment that is not harmful to health and well-being. 

While the local municipality is directly responsible for the delivery of waste management services, it 

should be noted that due to the small size of the municipality, it has little dedicated technical capacity 

in terms of waste management. 

1.3 The Integrated Waste Management planning process 

The creation of an effective and efficient IWMP is a process that requires a prescribed set of steps to 

be followed. Each step involves actions that are related to the next subsequent step in the process. 

The Gauteng Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Environment (GDACE), the Waste Act Section 

12 and the Department of Environment Affairs (DEA) have formulated guidelines for the preparation 

of IWMPs by local governments which were followed in developing this IWMP. The development 

process for IWMPs is cyclical in nature, to be reviewed every 5 years in conjunction with the Integrated 

Development Plan so as to allow for continuous improvement of the IWMP. The process consists of 

the following steps, described graphically (Figure 2 ): 

 Compilation of a situational analysis and relevant legal framework; 

 Gaps and Needs Analysis; 

 Setting of aims, objectives, targets, and policies; 

 Identification, evaluation, and selection of alternative methods and approaches to achieve 

aims, objectives, and targets; 

 Development of projects and programmes to reach the set objectives 

 Implementation of IWMP; 

 Evaluation and monitoring of projects and programmes within the IWMP in terms of annual 

performance plans regarding the goals of the IWMP; and 

 Periodic review and improvement of the IWMP. 
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Figure 2 : Diagram depicting processes involved in IWMP development 

 

1.4 Methodology 

This IWMP was informed by a literature review, situation analysis and stakeholder consultation 

(including the facilitation of stakeholder workshops) as outlined below. 

1.4.1 Literature review 

To ensure delivery of appropriate and relevant outputs, cognizance was taken of existing work 

undertaken by the local municipality in the areas of waste management services delivery, policy and 

legislative frameworks. A review of all relevant national and provincial legislation, policies, standards, 

regulations, guidelines and other documents relevant to the scope of the IWMP process was 

conducted. 

1.4.2 Stakeholder engagement 

The purpose of this stakeholder consultation process was to: 

 Ensure buy-in and ownership of the IWMP by the relevant stakeholders;  

 Gather information on successes and failures of existing plans and practices; 

 Gain insights into the existing operations and plans regarding waste management initiatives; 

and  

 Facilitate capacity building and awareness raising. 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The following platforms were used to communicate and get input from a wide range of stakeholders 

throughout the duration of the study.  

Structured interviews were held with waste management officials in this local municipality, and an 

initial questionnaire was completed.  Subsequent additional questionnaires were drawn up and 

emailed to KHL municipality in an attempt to address any gaps in the situational analysis. 

2 Status Quo 

2.1 Policies and legislation relating to waste management 

The concept of socially and environmentally sustainable development is enshrined in the Constitution, 

and failure to conserve and sustainably use limited natural resources jeopardises our common future. 

The South African Constitution 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996) is the overarching law with which every 

piece of legislation must comply, including those referring to waste management. The South African 

Constitution states that it is a fundamental right for all the land’s citizens to have access to an 

environment that is not detrimental to their health or well-being and to have the environment 

protected for current and future generations. The Constitution further places the responsibility of 

refuse removal, refuse dumps, and solid waste disposal onto the lowest level of government – i.e. 

local municipalities. 

Increased environmental awareness in South Africa has resulted in revised regulations and new 

policies to improve the protection of the environment and human health. Effective waste 

management is a key aspect of this, and the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT) 

was responsible for the drafting and adoption of the National Environmental Management: Waste Act 

in 2008, which provides the legislative framework for waste management.  

In terms of a statutory requirement of the Waste Act, in June 2010 the now Department of 

Environmental Affairs (DEA) gazetted the first draft of the National Waste Management Strategy. New 

Regulations have also been promulgated in terms of the Waste Act, such as: 

 The National Policy for the Provision of Basic Refuse Removal Services to Indigent Households, 

which provides for free refuse removal services for the impoverished; and  

 The National Domestic Waste Collection Standards were enacted in February 2011 and aim to 

provide a uniform framework within which domestic waste should be collected in South 

Africa.  

An integrated approach to waste management, governed by the appropriate legislation, is a 

fundamental imperative in the quest to protect the environment and the equitable provision of waste 

management services to the Karoo-Hoogland Local Municipality. Below is a brief summary of the 

relevant legislation pertaining to waste management that needs to be considered in the development 

of an IWMP, and an assessment of current compliance of waste management in relation to each. 
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2.1.1 Constitution of the SA, Bill of Rights 

Chapter 7, section 152 of the Constitution states that local governments are to have the goals of 

sustainable service delivery, social and economic development, promotion of a safe and healthy 

environment, and the involvement of local communities and organisations in issues of governance. 

Local municipalities are to accumulate the administrative and financial capacity to realise the above 

goals. The Constitution, moreover, stresses the protection of the environment through conservation 

and the mitigation of pollution and land degradation.  

Given that achievement of the terms of the Bill of Rights represents an on-going challenge for 

government within the context of available resources, the challenges experienced across the district in 

meeting some of the legislated norms and standards in respect of waste management indicate that 

further progress needs to be made in terms of the constitutional imperatives for a safe and healthy 

environment through mitigation of pollution and land degradation. 

2.1.2 National Environmental Management: Waste Act 

The National Environmental Management (NEMWA): Waste Act (2008) states that the DEA, the 

provincial departments of environment, and municipalities are responsible for the development of 

IWMPs, the Act also states the necessity of IWMPs (Chapter 2, section 11). The NEM: Waste Act 

further states that any IWMPs developed must be approved by the MEC and included in the relevant 

region’s IDP. 

The NEM: Waste Act outlines the requirements to rank and class wastes as priority wastes or not, 

recycling of waste, waste storage and transport, waste management licenses, and waste processing 

and disposal. The Act also lists offenses and relevant fines. Offenses include:  

 The improper manufacture, transport, recycling, or selling of priority wastes; 

 Operation without a waste management licence, or failure to comply with waste license in 

operation; 

 The unlawful and/or unsafe manner of disposal of waste that is detrimental to health and/or 

the environment; and 

 The failure to submit waste management reports. 

The NEM: Waste Act also stipulates the appointment of Waste Management Officers (WMOs), whose 

responsibilities include the monitoring and compliance of waste management services. 

The local municipality is currently non-compliant with the Act in a number of respects, including: 

 Monitoring of waste and the submission of waste management reports; 

 Licensing of waste management facilities, particularly landfills; 

 Appointment  & designation of Waste Management Officers; and 

 Treatment and disposal of hazardous and priority wastes. 

However, the district has trained a number of Environment Health Practitioners and Environmental 

Monitoring Inspectors but not designated, and is therefore developing capacity to enforce legislation 

and regulations in terms of Waste Act. A number of landfills within the local municipality have been 

licensed or are currently being licensed. 
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In evaluating compliance with the Waste Act and regulations issued in terms thereof, the actual 

limitations and capacity constraints of the local municipality need to be considered, and a situation of 

merely monitoring formal compliance avoided. For instance, the local municipality does not currently 

have the capacity and budget to appoint a dedicated waste management officer. 

2.1.3 National Waste Management Strategy (NWMS) 

The NMMS was gazetted in 2012, with the overall objective is to reduce the generation of waste and 

the environmental impact of all forms of waste; thereby ensuring sound socio-economic development 

and a healthy population. In this way, uncontrolled and uncoordinated waste management will no 

longer adversely affect the quality of environmental resources. .  

The NWMS adopts the internationally accepted waste management hierarchy approach, thus 

supporting the NEM: Waste Act. The waste management hierarchy is to be adhered to by all spheres 

of government and outlines that waste generation must firstly be reduced. However, where reduction 

is not possible then waste must be reused. If it cannot be reused, then it must be recycled. If recycling 

is not possible, then the waste must be considered for waste-to-energy methods. The last option is to 

dispose of waste. 1.  

The waste management hierarchy (shown in Error! Reference source not found.) consists of options 

for waste management during the lifecycle of waste, arranged in descending order of priority. All 

stakeholders must apply the waste management hierarchy in making decisions on how to manage 

waste. Using this approach, waste avoidance and reduction is the first priority, followed by re-use and 

recycling. When the landfill site eventually reaches full capacity it is proposed that a policy of 

remediation is adopted to ensure that the land is eventually rehabilitated. 

Figure 3 : Waste Management Hierarchy 

 

 

The goals of the NWMS are summarised in Table 1 below: 

                                                           
1 (DEA, 2013) 
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Table 1: Goals of the National Waste Management Strategy 

 Description 

Goal 1: Promote waste minimisation, re-use, recycling and recovery of waste 
Goal 2: Ensure the effective and efficient delivery of waste services 
Goal 3: Grow the contribution of the waste sector to the green economy 
Goal 4:  Ensure that people aware of the impact of waste on their health, well-

being and the environment 
Goal 5:  Achieve integrated waste management planning 
Goal 6: Ensure sound budgeting and financial management for waste services 
Goal 7:  Provide measures to remediate contaminated land 
Goal 8: Establish effective compliance with and enforcement of the Waste Act 

 

Karoo-Hoogland LM has made little progress in terms of the goals of the National Waste Management 

Strategy, with the partial exception of goal 2. The Namakwa district as a whole, with its low volumes 

of waste and large distances between human settlements, faces significant logistical challenges in 

terms of establishing a recycling economy. A first and necessary step in this direction is for local 

municipalities to more effectively monitor waste types and quantities to enable effective integrated 

waste management planning.  

Due to the importance of mining within the district, and the significant impact of mining on the 

environment, goal 7 needs attention. The local municipality will require additional technical support 

from the province and nationally to ensure that contaminated mining sites are rehabilitated. 

2.1.4 DWAF Minimum Requirements for Landfill  

Although the licensing of waste disposal sites is now accomplished in terms of Chapter 5 of the Waste 

Act (2008), the DWAF Minimum Requirements for Landfills (2nd Edition) provide the applicable waste 

management standards that must be met for the operation of landfills2. These standards include 

waste disposal practices which environmentally are acceptable and can be assessed. The objectives 

of setting minimum requirements are to: 

 Prevent water pollution and contamination to ensure the integrity of South Africa’s water and 
ground water resources; 

 Maintain standards for the handling, treatment, storage, and disposal of waste to consistently 
protect human health and the environment from possible harm; 

 An systematic and nationally uniform approach to waste management within landfills; and 

 Establish internationally acceptable waste management practices. 
 
The local municipality is in the process of licensing landfill sites. The challenge facing the municipality 
is to ensure on-going compliance with the licensing conditions of the landfill sites. In particular, there 
needs to be better access control at landfill sites, and more effective monitoring of waste streams to 
ensure that hazardous wastes are not disposed of in landfills, which are only licensed to receive general 
wastes, and to reduce illegal dumping of waste. 

                                                           
2 (DWAF, 1998) 
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2.1.5 National Domestic Waste Collection Standards 

It is imperative that acceptable, affordable and sustainable waste collection services are rendered to 

all South Africans. The NEM: Waste Act and National Domestic Waste Collection Standards (NDWCS) 

were put into place to redress past imbalances in the provision of waste collection services. Equitable 

waste management services must be provided to all people living in the jurisdiction of the municipality 

and by-laws must be developed to ensure that the standards are met. The NDWCS recognises that 

different levels of service may be delivered depending on cost efficiency and practicality and proposes 

the following: 

a) The disposal of refuse at particular sites (other than landfill sites), supervised by a waste 

management officer, in rural and sparsely populated areas; 

b) The transport and storage of refuse at a central point accessed by the local community in 

areas that are of medium settlement density; 

c) The establishment of organised refuse transfer stations to collect from  central collection 

points and/or kerbside sites in high density settlements; and 

d) Mixture of b and c above for the medium to high density settlements. 

The NDWCS further states that separation of refuse at source of generation (i.e. households) is to be 

encouraged, and communities are to be involved in the recycling process. The municipality must 

provide an enabling environment for households to recycle domestic waste and co-operate with the 

recycling sector to ensure that facilities are provided where recyclables can be dropped-off for 

collection by service providers. Furthermore, receptacles for the storage of non-reusable and non-

recyclable waste must be easily distinguishable from those for the storage of recyclable waste and 

must be fit for purpose. Bulk containers must also be clearly marked and where appropriate be placed 

next to a platform for ease of access. It is noted that skips are not designed for the collection of 

domestic waste unless appropriate measures can be put in place to prevent litter being blown from 

the skips. 

Communal collection points must be clearly demarcated areas with appropriate receptacles where 

household waste can be deposited for collection by the service provider or municipality. The collection 

points must be easily accessible for waste collection vehicles, and must be kept tidy at all times. 

Receptacles must be covered so as to prevent windblown litter, and be user friendly to allow even 

children and disabled persons to safely deposit waste. Waste deposited at communal collection points 

must be collected within 24 hours of receptacles being reported as full or at regular intervals so as not 

to attract vermin and increase health risks. Bulk containers must be collected once filled up or within 

24 hours of being reported as full, but not less than once a week. Non-recyclable waste must be 

removed at least once a week and recyclable waste removed at least once every two weeks. Removal 

must be coordinated with industry (the users of the recyclables) to minimise costs and the clogging of 

space at transfer stations and depots. Provision is made for free receptacles to be distributed to 

indigent households who qualify for a rebated service. 

Considering the logistical challenge of providing waste collection services to widely dispersed human 

settlements, the local municipality has achieved a high level of coverage. There is however currently 

minimal use of rural waste collection points and waste transfer stations in order to extend waste 

services to rural farms or to regionalise landfill infrastructure within the district. Due to the precarious 
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financial situation of the local municipality, in many settlements residents do not currently receive 

municipal bins or black bags for the disposal of household waste. There are currently no formal 

recycling programmes within the local municipality, and therefore separation of recyclables at source 

is not currently practical. 

2.1.6 Basic Refuse Removal Services to Indigent Households  

The National Policy for the Provision of Basic Refuse Removal Services to Indigent Households 

(October 2012), provides for the provision of free basic refuse removal for indigent/impoverished 

households. The policy defines the basic refuse removal service level as per the National Domestic 

Waste Collection Standards described in Section 1.4.5 The policy outlines the appropriate levels of 

service for settlement densities as follows: 

 Frequent and reliable formal collection and disposal of solid waste to a landfill is required to 

be provided for a density of more than 40 dwelling units per hectare (high density); 

 Communal collection and formal disposal of household refuse and litter is required to be 

provided for a density of 10-40 dwelling units per hectare (medium density); and 

 Designated on-site disposal of general household waste is required in areas with a density of 

less than 10 dwelling units per hectare (low density. 

The policy further specifies that in medium and high density areas the most appropriate frequency of 

collection is: 

 At least once a week for purely biodegradable domestic waste but on-site composting should 

be promoted; 

 At least once a month for recyclable materials in rural areas; and 

 At least once fortnightly for recyclable materials in urban areas.  

In addition, the policy outlines the municipalities responsibilities related to receptacles and these 

include: 

 The municipality must provide appropriate free receptacles for refuse storage; 

 The number of free receptacles provided per household should be calculated based on the 

number of individuals residing in the household; and 

 The municipality should devise appropriate strategies to maintain a constant and consistent 

supply of such free receptacles 

Most communities do not consider the provision of skips as a ‘service’. Where this alternative is 

unavoidable, the municipality should ensure that the refuse is collected for placement in the skip as 

part of the service. Skips must be serviced frequently enough to avoid littering or dumping. 

As a consequence of the low population growth within Karoo-Hoogland, and despite the large number 

of indigent households, there are few informal settlements. Most indigent households are located in 

rural towns in low cost housing and receive waste collection services at the cost of the local 

municipality.  In many cases, though, indigent households are required to provide their own bin bags 

and are not provided with municipal bins. 
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2.1.7 Health Act 

Sections 20(1) (a) and Section 20(1) (b) of the National Health Act (Act 63 of 1977) state that:  

 “every local authority shall take all lawful, necessary and reasonably practicable measures to 

maintain its district at all times in a hygienic and clean condition.” 

 “every local authority shall take all lawful, necessary and reasonably practicable measures to 

prevent the occurrence within its district of any nuisance, unhygienic condition, offensive 

condition or any other condition dangerous to the health of any person.” 

 

The province has appointed a service provider to manage the collection of hazardous medical waste 

from public hospitals and clinics across the district. There has been little outreach to residents in 

relation to the proper disposal of medicines and other hazardous waste, and as a consequence it is 

likely that some of these wastes are collected in the general household waste stream. In most cases, 

there is an appropriate buffer zone between landfill sites and human settlements. However, many 

landfills do not have adequate access control, and as a consequence unsanitary waste scavenging 

takes place at a number of sites. In some cases, the lack of fencing and adequate sanitary backfilling 

of landfills means that waste becomes dispersed in a large area around the landfill site. 

2.1.8 Housing Act, Section 9(1) (a) (ii) (Act 107 of 1997) 

Section 9(1) (a) (ii) of the Housing Act (Act 107 of 1997) states that “every municipality must, as part 

of the municipality’s process of integrated development planning, take all reasonable and necessary 

steps to ensure that conditions not conducive to the health and safety of the inhabitants of its area 

are prevented or removed.” 

Within the parameters and constraints described above, the Karoo-Hoogland has made progress in 

providing a reasonable level of waste management services to residents, and in general the towns and 

townships within the municipality are relatively clean and litter free, although there is room for 

improvement. 

2.1.9 Water Services Act  

Section 73(1)(j) of the Water Services Act stipulates Measures to Conserve Water in terms of which a 

water services institution must take reasonable measures to prevent any substance other than 

uncontaminated storm water to enter – 

 Any storm water drain; or 

 Any watercourse, except in accordance with the provisions of the National Water Act, Act 36 
of 1998; and 

 A water services institution must take reasonable measures to prevent storm water from 
entering its sewerage system. 

 
The main issue with water infrastructure in relation to waste management within the Karoo-Hoogland 
is the reliance of the local municipality on groundwater. It is therefore important that landfills are 
located and managed in a manner that ensures groundwater resources are not contaminated by 
hazardous leachates. 
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2.2 Demographic data 

2.2.1 Population size and distribution 

Census 2011 records that the population of the Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality is 12,582 living in 

some 3,842 households. The population is almost evenly split between males and females, with males 

making up 49.68% and females 50.32% (Table 2and Figure 4). The working age population (ages 15 – 

64) makes up 62.3% of the total. The young non-working age population (ages 0 – 14) comprises 

27.66% of the total. The elderly population comprises 10.04% of the total. The relatively low numbers 

of young adults between the ages of 20 and 35, as shown in the population pyramid (Figure 4) 

contribute to a relatively high dependency ratio. 

Table 2 : Age and gender breakdown of Karoo Hoogland LM population  

Age Male Percentage Female Percentage 

0 - 14 1810 28.92 1671 26.39 

15 - 64 3903 62.43 3935 62.15 

65+ 538  725 11.45 

Total 6251 49.68 6331 50.32 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 

Figure 4: Population Pyramid of Karoo Hoogland LM 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 

The Karoo Hoogland has a population of 12588 with coloured also being the majority (78.9%) as shown 

in Table 3 (Statistics South Africa, 2011).  
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Table 3: Race distribution of Namakwa District Municipality 

 Black African Coloured Indian or Asian White Other 

Karoo 

Hoogland 

Municipality 692.3 9919.3 88.1 1837.8  

Karoo 

Hoogland 

Municipality 5.5% 78.9% 0.7% 14.6%  

Source: Statistics SA, 2011 

2.2.2 Socio-economic profile 

The level of poverty within Karoo Hoogland exceeds the district and provincial averages. Those who 

receive no monthly income comprise 48.15% of the working age population (Figure 5). A combined 

total of 44.75% receive between R1 – R6 400 per month. As a consequence, social grants are the main 

source of income for many households. Those receiving greater than R6 400 per month comprise 

7.09% of the working population of Karoo Hoogland LM. The main source of jobs is the community, 

social and personal services sector, accounting for 28.8% of employment in 2009. This is followed by 

agriculture (23.5%), general government services (17.7%) and wholesale/retail trade, catering and 

accommodation (15.5%).   

Figure 5: Income levels within Karoo Hoogland LM 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 

2.2.3 Education level 

Most of the adult population (over the age of 20 years) in the  Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality have 

not obtained full primary or secondary education;  28.4% and 21% have partial primary and secondary 

education respectively (Figure 6). Adults who have completed secondary and tertiary educations 
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comprise 10.6% and 5.2% of the population respectively. Adults that have no formal education make 

up 12.8% of the population. 

Figure 6: Education level of population Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 

2.2.4 Service delivery 

2.2.4.1 Water 

The majority (97.2%) of the households in the Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality have access to piped 

water (Figure 7). Seventy-seven households (2%) walk a distance of less than a kilometre for access to 

piped water. Twenty-three (0.6%) households have no access to piped water. 

Figure 7: Access to piped water Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 
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2.2.4.2 Sanitation 

The majority (56.9%) of the households in the Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality use flush toilets for 

sanitation (Figure 8). Pit toilets are used by 32% of the households in Karoo Hoogland Local 

Municipality. Bucket toilets and chemical toilets are used by 1.1% and 0.6% of the households 

respectively. The percentages of households that have no access to sanitation comprise 7.8% of the 

total number of households. 

Figure 8: Sanitation per household Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 

2.2.4.3 Electricity 

A majority of households (58.5%) in the Karoo Hoogland have access to electricity (Figure 9). Gas, 

paraffin, and wood are used by 13.4%, 3.2%, and 22.6% of households respectively. Solar power is 

used by 0.9% of households. Seven households (0.2%) have no access to any formal sources of energy 

or fuel. These statistics are reflected in the figure (Figure 9) below. 
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Figure 9: Energy sources per household Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 

2.2.5 Overview of revenue 

The Karoo Hoogland LM, have experienced the growth of overall revenue during the period of 

2009/2012.  

2.2.6 Waste management services 

Karoo Hoogland municipality removes refuse for 63.4% of the households in the municipality (Figure 

10). Households that dispose of their waste via communal or personal dumps comprise 34.2% of the 

total number of households. Households that have no access to rubbish removal services comprise 

1.6% of the households. 

Figure 10: Refuse services per household Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality 

 

Source: Statistics South Africa, 2011 
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2.2.7 Waste Management Strategies, Systems and Practices 

2.2.7.1 General appearance 

The towns of Fraserburg, Sutherland and Williston have a relatively neat, well-kept appearance and 

there is little litter in the streets. However, the landfill in Fraserburg does not have a perimeter fence, 

and as a result there is dispersal of litter in the vicinity of the landfill. 

2.2.7.2 Waste re-use and recycling 

There is no formal re-use and recycling being done because of the distance between the main towns 

and any centre capable of processing recyclables. It is too costly for the municipality to transport the 

recycled material to buyers. Currently (2013), the municipal council is considering a request from a 

private individual to recycle municipal waste, and he is in the process of obtaining the required 

licences. Although there is some informal scavenging at the landfill sites, this practice is discouraged 

by the municipality. 

2.2.7.3 Waste collection 

The municipality delivers waste collection services to households and businesses once a week – 

households on Mondays and businesses on Tuesday. Waste is collected in black plastic bags. In each 

of the three towns, the local municipality makes use of a tractor and trailer to collect waste. However, 

this equipment is all old. No services are provided to farms. 

Garden waste is collected together with domestic waste, with an extra tariff being charged. Building 

rubble is not collected – residents must take it to the landfill themselves. There are communal drop-

offs for those that cannot afford the collection tariffs for garden waste. 

2.2.7.4 Hazardous and medical waste collection 

There is currently no special provision or awareness campaign within the Karoo Hoogland LM for the 

disposal of hazardous domestic waste. Medical waste is stored at the three local clinics and collected 

by a private company. 

2.2.7.5 Waste management facilities 

Within the Karoo Hoogland LM there are landfills located in every town, which are operated and 

owned by the municipality. There is no compactor within the municipality, nor are there any other 

waste management facilities. However, each landfill has a tractor and trailer. The landfills are not 

fenced and access to landfills is via dirt roads.  The trench method is used in the three landfills, and 

when a trench is full another one is dug. The municipality makes use of one permitted landfill at 

Fraserburg (Permit number:  16/2/7/D551/D14/Z1/P318) and other unlicensed landfill sites, at the 

remaining towns for the disposal of waste. The municipality is currently not involved in the collection, 

transportation, storage, treatment or disposal of any medical and hazardous waste generated within 

the municipal area. Medical waste is managed by a private contractor appointed at the provincial 

level. 
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2.2.7.6 Waste generation 

The municipality states that no records are kept of waste quantities and types that enter the landfill 

sites, and that currently there are neither systems in place nor capacity to do so. An estimate based 

on the number of truckloads disposed to landfills each week suggests that approximately 18 tonnes 

of waste are disposed of each week. 

Estimated volumes of domestic waste generated for the Karoo Hoogland LM is reflected in the table 

below (DEA – Guidelines for the development of IWMPs, 2013) (Table 4 below) 

Table 4 : Estimate Domestic Waste Volumes in the Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality 

Municipality Average Income Level Projected Waste Volumes 

Karoo Hoogland LM 

64.7% - Low Income 

13.7% - Middle Income 

21.6% - High Income 

3 144.85/m Tons/m 

 

2.2.7.7 Planning frameworks 

There is no approved IWMP in place within the Karoo Hoogland LM. However, there is a waste 

management plan in place, but only a hard copy of the plan exists.  

The Karoo Hoogland LM IDP for 2009-2011 refers to the waste management plan. The municipality 

has further identified that the shortage of refuse vehicles and the lack of funding for waste 

management are the two main issues that need to be addressed. 

The municipality has policies in place for tariffs and subsidies to indigent households, but no by-laws. 

2.2.7.8 Existing institutional arrangements and organisational structures 

The Head of Infrastructure is responsible for waste management services and is supported by a 

Deputy. The municipality has decided to appoint a Superintendent for Waste Management Services, 

but currently (2013) the post is vacant. A foreman is appointed in each town to manage the day-to-

day activities of municipal workers, who are responsible for all infrastructure services, not just waste 

management. The organogram for Infrastructure Services is presented in Figure 11 below: 

Figure 11: Karoo Hoogland Infrastructure Services Organogram 
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3 Gaps and needs analysis of the Local Municipality 

The local municipality faces challenges in terms of providing municipal services to small settlements 

with correspondingly low volumes of waste and small revenue bases compounded by high numbers 

of indigent households. These factors make investment in landfill and recycling infrastructure and 

services difficult to accomplish. 

The existing waste management strategies of the local municipality were evaluated and deficiencies, 

needs, and requirements identified to ensure that the 2013/2018 Integrated Waste Management Plan 

aligns with local, provincial and national waste management policies and legislation.  

This section of the plan contains an overview of gaps in existing waste management practices and 

needs that must be addressed through this IWMP.  

In framing the IWMP for the local municipality, it is important to be conscious of the scale of waste 

management activities within the municipality, as well as the geographical, economic and fiscal 

realities it faces.  The objectives and targets outlined in this plan seek therefore to realistically address 

the gaps identified here. Due to the small population size in the local municipality, the district has a 

critical role to play in providing technical capacity. For instance, it is unlikely to be economically 

feasible to employ a waste engineer with civil engineering qualifications in the local municipality, in 

which case the district must provide the required capacity and oversight of local municipalities 

3.1 Gaps 

The following gaps have been identified in the Karoo-Hoogland Local Municipality:  

i. Towns and villages in the municipality that provide waste collection services (and most do) 

dispose of waste in local disposal sites that are in some cases neither permitted in terms of 

the original DWAF standards, nor licensed in terms of the Waste Act, although many are now 
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in the process of being licensed. In some sites there is a significant problem with illegal 

dumping. 

ii. There is no municipal waste reduction or recycling programmes, although a certain amount 

of informal recycling, accomplished by waste pickers on the landfill sites, takes place. 

Currently the only local buyers for recyclables are scrap metal merchants in Springbok. 

iii. Standards around waste collection are uneven and the local authority is unable to afford to 

provide standard waste receptacles at most sites. Waste is in many cases collected by aging 

tractor and trailers and there are often inadequate budget provisions for the operation and 

maintenance of existing vehicles or the purchase of new vehicles. 

iv. There is little or no capacity to effectively monitor and quantify waste streams. None of the 

existing landfills have weighbridges, nor is there a trained staff to accomplish this task. This 

greatly compromises strategic decision-making in relation to waste management. 

v. The local municipality lacks technical capacity and information management systems in 

relation to waste management and asset management in general. A Waste Management 

Officer is only now in the process of being formally designated as required by the Waste Act.  

vi. While a provincial system for storing and treating hazardous medical waste is in place and is 

implemented at public health facilities across the district, there are inadequate or no 

mechanisms for managing hazardous domestic, commercial or industrial waste. 

vii. There is inadequate engagement with the community around waste management issues and 

service delivery, and job creation opportunities in relation to the waste sector are restricted 

to the employment of municipal staff in service delivery functions such as waste collection 

and disposal, and street sweeping. 

viii. Although revenue collection (including waste tariffs) has improved, this is not adequate to 

provide for the capital investment required in waste management infrastructure such as 

landfill upgrades and waste collection vehicles. 

The majority of households in towns and villages receive some form of waste collection services, 

despite the large areas and dispersed nature of human settlements, and the high numbers of indigent 

households within the municipality. 

3.2 Needs 

In relation to compliance with national legislation and policy, in particular the Waste Act and the 

National Waste Management Strategy, the key needs that must be addressed by the Karoo-Hoogland 

local municipality through this IWMP include: 

1. Licensing of all landfills within the municipality; 

2. Written designation of a waste management officer by the local municipality and appropriate 

training of the waste management officer; 

3. Compliance with the reporting requirements of the national Waste Information System in 

relation to collecting information about waste streams within the municipality; 

4. Measures to implement the waste management hierarchy and in so doing create jobs within 

the waste sector; and 

5. Promulgation and enforcement of local municipality by-laws in relation to waste collection 

and disposal, litter, and illegal dumping; as well as annual review of waste tariffs. 
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6.  Education and awareness to address problem of illegal dumping as indicated in 3.1 (i) above. 

7. Provides weighbridges or weigh-pads to capture the information of waste quantities 

In fulfilling these requirements, strategic needs have been indentified, which include the need for a t 

Waste Information System (DWIS) that will comply with national Waste Information System and 

provide detailed information on the volumes and types of waste streams within the district on the 

basis of monthly reports from each local municipality to facilitate effective planning in relation to 

waste management infrastructure. 

In particular, the WIS will inform: 

 A recycling strategy that informs implementation plans for the Karoo-Hoogland municipality 

for centralising collection of recyclables to achieve commercially sustainable volumes. The 

local municipality recycling plan must involve job creation and SME development; and 

 A regionalisation strategy for waste disposal that will identify landfills where a cost-benefit 

analysis supports closure and replacement with waste transfer stations. 

Accomplishing the above will require: 

 Financial investment in waste management planning, human resources and infrastructure, 

which is likely to require MIG grants and/or additional sources such as the DEA’s Green Fund 

and EPWP programmes; 

 Capacity building though staff development and recruitment, as well as the procurement of 

service providers; and 

 Community engagement and awareness programmes. 

3.3 Analysis of local municipality gaps and needs 

An analysis of gaps and needs for Karoo-Hoogland local municipality is provided in the table below in 

relation to: 

 Waste collection; 

 Waste disposal; 

 Waste Reduction;  

 Education and awareness; and 

 Institutional Capacity. 

 

Waste Minimisation 

No recycle and reuse 

strategy in place 

 

No recycling plan in place 

No composting of organic waste 

Lack of waste management facilities (waste transfer stations, drop-off centres, 

buy-back centres, etc.); 
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Lack of small businesses providing waste collection and recycling; 

Waste service delivery 

Inadequate waste 

collection service 

Not all residents receive waste collection services 

Refuse is not collected regularly 

Lack of capacity to 

manage landfill site 

 

Landfill reaches the classification of an informal dumping site 

Litter is visible in the buffer zone of the landfill 

Operational standards of the landfill do not meet minimum requirements 

The contractor has insufficient capacity 

Poor contract management by the municipality 

Management of the site is not according to legislation guidelines 

No internal capacity to  operate the landfill site 

Integrated waste management planning 

National requirements 

and legislation not met 

Waste minimisation programmes and national objectives are not met 

Minimum expectations in terms of Agenda 21 are not implemented 

Lack of appropriate or 

adequate plans and 

policies 

No commitment of resources to ensure proper waste management takes place 

Waste management not viewed as a priority 

Waste management is not included in the IDP 

Ineffective monitoring 

and evaluation  

 

Lack of available waste-related information 

Unreliable statistics on waste volumes 

No accurate measurement of waste entering landfill site 

Lack of effective monitoring and information systems for waste management  

No reporting systems in place for hazardous waste 

No scientific research in place for waste management  

Domestic hazardous 

waste is not managed 

 

No systems in place to recycle used oil 

Hazardous waste entering site pollutes groundwater 

Domestic hazardous waste is sent to the landfill 

Inadequate controls to manage hazardous waste disposal 

Budget and Resources 
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Lack of funds and efficient 

systems. 

Very minimal budget for waste management activities. 

Lack of financial capacity to implement IWMP 

Inadequate and 

inappropriate equipment 

No equipment for waste Management 

Inadequate infrastructure 

at landfill site 

 

No weighbridge –means inaccurate estimates of quantities of waste. 

Landfill not fenced. 

Poor access control at the landfill site. 

Human resources and Organisational Development 

Lack of skills development 

programmes and limited 

capacity within the 

municipality to manage 

waste effectively 

 

No existing or planned learnerships in waste management. 

Skills investment not focused on developing waste management skills. 

Number of waste management staff participating in the ABET programme unclear. 

Limited capacity within the municipality to drive waste minimisation and recycling 

initiatives. 

No capacity to deal with recycling 

Current staff profile inadequate to plan or manage programme to extend waste 

services 

Awareness 

Inability to enforce by-

laws 

 

By-laws are not enforced 

By-laws are not comprehensive 

Informal dumps do not meet licensing requirements and are therefore illegal 

By-laws are not focused specifically on waste management  

No dedicated resources allocation for community liaison and PR 

4 The Integrated Waste Management Plan 

4.1 Strategic goals 

The municipality aims to establish a waste management plan that ensures participatory and effective 

waste management in a sustainable manner. At a stakeholder workshop, the overarching vision for 

the IWMP was framed as follows: 

“To improve all aspects of waste management services throughout the district so as to create jobs, 

empower communities, protect the environment and reduce the carbon footprint associated with 

waste.” 
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In order to contribute to the achievement of this vision, municipalities’ identified six strategic goals 

for waste management that need to be fulfilled by local municipalities. The identification of these 

goals has been informed by the need to: 

1. Ensure that the waste management practices and infrastructure within the district comply 

with relevant norms and standards, governance and institutional arrangements as established 

in national and international legislation, regulations and policy; 

2. Ensure that the approach to waste management within the district is aligned with the 

principles and objectives of the National Waste Management Strategy, including that of 

ensuring that management of the waste sector contributes to socio-economic development 

and environmental sustainability; and 

3. Address the particular context and challenges pertaining to waste management service 

delivery with the local municipalities falling within the NDM. 

The strategic goals of the Karoo-Hoogland IWMP are described below: 

 Goal 1: Effectively monitor waste streams and contribute to a district waste information 

system that is compliant with the requirements of the national waste information system.  

Accurate and comprehensive monitoring of waste streams in terms of source, destination, 

volumes, and types is essential to cost-effective waste management planning and should 

inform decision-making about waste management infrastructure, services and tariffs. 

 Goal 2: Improve landfill management and waste disposal practices by ensuring regulatory 

compliance and implementation of best practices.  

The district needs to provide support and oversight to local municipalities in achieving 

licensing and compliance for all landfills, implementing a cost effective regionalisation 

strategy for landfill infrastructure, and ensuring hazardous waste is safely handled, treated 

and disposed of. 

 Goal 3: Raise community awareness of waste management issues so as to increase 

community participation and involvement in waste management service delivery decision-

making and initiatives.  

Community engagement is particularly needed to reduce illegal dumping, litter, ensure safe 

disposal of hazardous wastes and to promote recycling and waste reduction. 

 Goal 4: Reduce disposal of waste to landfill by promoting waste minimisation, reuse, 

recycling and waste to energy conversion – a recycling and composting strategy that 

promotes community empowerment, job creation and SME development is needed. 

 Goal 5: Ensure sustainable financing for waste management services. 

Ensure that sustainable finance is in place to support the local municipality in fulfilling its 

roles and responsibilities in relation to waste management through regular review of waste 

tariffs and sourcing of additional finance for investment in infrastructure and capacity. 

 Goal 6: Improve the delivery of waste collection services. 

Engage with communities to identify ways in which to improve satisfaction with service 

delivery, ensure adequate budgets for maintenance and operation of waste collection 

vehicles, improve training of municipal staff, and use waste drop-off points and waste 

transfer stations to extend availability of waste management services in rural areas. 
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4.2 Strategic Proposals 

The sections below discuss the main proposals and options for achieving the goals of the Karoo-

Hoogland IWMP in order to develop a set of programmes and projects. 

4.2.1 Effectively Monitor Waste 

Currently, there are no systems in place within the municipality to monitor waste volumes and types. 

This significantly constrains the ability of the municipality to undertake planning in relation to landfill 

infrastructure and waste reduction strategies. Furthermore, it represents failure to comply with 

requirements for generators, handlers, recyclers and disposers of waste to report their waste type 

and volumes in a certain format, as published under notice 625, in Government Gazette 35583 of 13 

August 2012, under section 69(1)(y), (aa) and (ee) of the National Environmental Management Waste 

Act. 

Due to the lack of waste reduction initiatives such as recycling in the local municipality, the immediate 

challenge in terms of monitoring waste is measuring the volumes and types of waste disposed to 

landfill. The only industry likely to trigger requirements for reporting on waste generation is the mining 

industry. As efforts to reduce waste disposed to landfill achieve fruition, and systems are put in place 

to record and report on waste streams, it will also become important for composting projects, 

recyclers and scrap merchants to report on waste streams. 

The main challenges facing the local municipality in complying with these requirements are its lack of 

capacity in terms of: 

 Suitably trained staff; 

 Equipment e.g. weighbridges, weighpads; and 

 Record-keeping systems. 

Given this situation, the options that the district needs to consider are the extent of its role in terms 

of supporting the local municipalities and businesses in setting up systems to monitor waste flows. At 

the one extreme, the district could clearly communicate reporting requirements to the local 

municipalities and leave it up to them to develop the skills, source the equipment, and put in place 

administrative systems to meet these requirements. At the other extreme, given the failure of the 

local municipalities to meet their legislated responsibilities in relation to monitoring waste, the district 

could directly intervene to take over this function until such time as the local municipalities are able 

to fulfil their obligations.  

Given the actual capacity constraints that exist at both the district and local municipality level within 

the NDM, neither of these two approaches is likely to achieve the desired outcome. Instead, the 

following programme is proposed to achieve effective monitoring of waste within the local 

municipality: 

1. Establish clear responsibility for reporting on waste management – and therefore monitoring 

of waste streams – by ensuring that a Waste Management Officer (WMO), as required by the 

NEMA: Waste Act – is designated in the local municipality. 
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2. Capacitate the WMO though training in the standard reporting requirements of the South 

African Waste Information System (SAWIS) and develop a reporting system and templates for 

a district WIS that is compatible with the SAWIS requirements. Such training is offered by the 

DEA through the South African Waste Information Centre (SAWIC). The training and 

development of the district WIS to be overseen and facilitated by the district WMO. 

3. Build the technical capacity to monitor waste by training local municipality technical staff in 

techniques for sampling waste streams and using containers to estimate waste volumes and 

types. Training is offered by SAWIC and should be facilitated by the District WMO. The district 

must investigate the viability of purchasing one or more portable weighbridges to assist in 

quantifying waste streams. 

The implementation of this programme should be coordinated through quarterly meetings of a district 

waste forum constituted of WMOs and convened by the district WMO. It is recommended that 

monitoring of waste generated by mines is accomplished by Environmental Monitoring Inspectors 

(EMIs) appointed by the district, and coordinated by the district WMO. Of particular concern here, 

considering the reliance of the municipality on groundwater resources is the risk of hazardous mining 

wastes contaminating ground water supplies. 

4.2.2 Improved landfill management and waste disposal 

District municipalities are responsible for developing regionalisation strategies for landfill 

infrastructure and providing oversight to ensure landfill management by local municipalities is 

compliant with the Waste Act. As has already been noted in the gaps and need analysis (section 3 of 

this plan) the dispersed nature of human settlements within the district has resulted in large number 

of low volume landfill sites constructed and operating to low technical specifications, and problems 

with licensing and compliance.  

To address this situation, it is necessary that a cost-benefit analysis is performed of each landfill site 

to determine suitability for replacement by waste transfer stations and/or waste drop-off points. The 

nature of such an exercise depends on:  

 Optimisation of waste streams at a district level, and should take place once an effective 

district WIS is in place; and 

 The potential impact of waste reduction measures such as recycling and composting. 
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Figure 12: Components of landfill regionalisation strategy 

 

The cost benefit analysis of regionalisation of landfill management therefore should dovetail with the 

development of a district recycling strategy. The district municipality will need to determine whether 

sufficient internal capacity exists to undertake such an analysis, or whether support is available from 

the DEA or other funding sources such as the Green Fund to finance the procurement of a specialist 

service provider. The technical complexity and scope of the work involved suggests that procurement 

of a service provider should be the preferred option. 

Responsibility for licensing landfills within Karoo-Hoogland local municipality is the responsibility of 

the local WMO, but the district should monitor this through the district waste forum. The district EMIs, 

reporting to the district WMO and in partnership with the Karoo-Hoogland WMOs, should be 

responsible for monitoring compliance with the licensing requirements.  

4.2.3 Community awareness programmes 

The community should be active participants in waste management, and community awareness is of 

particular importance in: 

 Reducing illegal dumping and littering; 

 Safe disposal of domestic hazardous wastes; and 

 Waste minimisation and recycling. 

With support from the district, Karoo-Hoogland local municipality can raise community awareness 

around waste by: 

1. Sourcing and disseminating national media resources and producing media more sensitive to 

the local context; 
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2. Engaging with businesses around raising awareness and implementing the provisions in the 

Consumer Protection Act for the safe disposal of consumer products that cannot be disposed 

of in domestic waste streams; 

3. Engaging with national recycling programmes such as those run by REDISA and the ROSE 

foundation to establish a local presence for these programmes; 

4. Promulgation and implement municipal by-laws around waste; and 

5. Promoting the eco-schools programme within the local municipality. 

4.2.4 Promote waste minimisation, reuse and recycling 

The reduction of waste disposed to landfill is a central plank of the National Waste Management 

Strategy that should be taken up by local municipalities in their integrated waste management plans. 

The low volumes of waste and widely dispersed nature of settlements within Karoo-Hoogland have 

constrained investment in recycling infrastructure, with the end-point buyers of recyclables located in 

urban centres such as Cape Town and Port Elizabeth that are a long distance from the local 

municipality. Furthermore, there is very little integrated waste management planning by the local 

municipality. 

The current situation of informal scavenging of predominately scrap metal from landfill sites is 

undesirable. However, the capacity of the local municipality to independently act as a catalyst for the 

development of recycling value streams is extremely limited. The relatively low volumes of waste (a 

consequence of both the municipality’s small population and its relative poverty) in the local 

municipality suggests that district-level strategies for consolidating recyclable waste streams may be 

needed to improve the commercially viability of recycling, rather than local municipal strategies. This 

complements the goal of developing a regionalisation strategy for landfill infrastructure, and it is 

therefore recommended that a service provider is appointed to develop the regionalisation strategy 

should also be tasked with developing a district waste reduction strategy. Such a strategy should 

provide the basis for a waste reduction programme that: 

 Maximises opportunities for small, medium and micro enterprise (SMME) development and 

job creation through recycling and reuse of waste; 

 Identifies opportunities for subsidising recycling through Extended Public Works 

Programmes(EPWP), and incorporates current proposals and recycling projects; and 

 Includes composting projects and community food gardens to reduce the disposal of organic 

waste to landfill and enhance food security in vulnerable communities. 

The waste reduction strategy should be authorised at the district level, but must be taken up in the 

integrated waste management plans of the local municipality. Implementation of the strategy will be 

coordinated by the district WMO through the district waste forum. 

4.2.5 Sustainable funding of waste management 

Due to the local dynamics of the NDM – in particular, the small and widely dispersed human 

settlements and low revenue base -  there is a need for the district municipality to not only monitor 

the financing of waste management by local municipalities, but also to raise finance to support 

district-level waste management programmes. This, in particular should be seen in relation to the 

regionalisation of landfill infrastructure and waste reduction. As has been described in the preceding 
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strategic proposals for these aspects of the NDM IWMP, there are compelling reasons for elevating 

certain aspects of integrated waste management planning to the level of the District Municipality 

because of the limited technical capacity and small population of Karoo Hoogland and some of the 

other local municipalities. 

While ownership, maintenance and operation of infrastructure and vehicles is, and should remain 

largely the responsibility of the local municipality, where infrastructure such as portable weighbridges 

or waste transfer stations are shared between local municipalities, the District Municipality may have 

a role to play in raising MIG finance. The district should also prepare proposals, and assist the local 

municipality in the preparation of proposals, to other sources of finance, including the Green Fund 

and the DEA’s EPIP programme, particular with respect to financing recycling plans. 

Through the district waste forum, the district WMO should also provide training to the local WMO and 

monitor the budgets of the local municipality to ensure that:  

 Waste management functions are adequately budgeted for, including the maintenance and 

operation of infrastructure, equipment and vehicles; 

 An up-to-date register of indigent households is maintained, and reflected in budget proposals 

to National Treasury; and 

 Revenue from waste tariffs is ring-fenced and the relationship between this income, as 

supplemented by transfers from National Treasury with respect to indigent households, and 

expenditure on waste management services is monitored, with tariffs being adjusted where 

necessary in accordance with principles of social equity. 

4.2.6 Enhanced waste collection by local municipalities 

Collection of waste is a direct responsibility of local municipalities; however the district municipality 

should monitor delivery of these services and support local municipalities where necessary. In 

particular, the district through its EMIs should ensure that waste collection services are delivered 

according to the prescribed national standards, including those for the provision of free basic services 

to indigent households. The quarterly meetings of the district waste forum can serve as a potentially 

useful site for reporting and coordination in this respect, and should track progress in relation to 

compliance with the Waste Act by the local municipality, including the drafting of local by-laws with 

respect to compliant waste collection standards, and the enforcement of these. 

There is a clear need and opportunity for the district, through the person of the district WMO, to 

provide support and guidance to the local municipality in ensuring that the Karoo-Hoogland IWMP is 

implemented in line with the District’s IWMP. The Karoo Hoogland IWMP should also align with the 

strategic planning processes with respect to the regionalisation of landfill infrastructure and recycling 

that are envisaged in the District’s plan. 
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4.3 Logical Framework for the IWMP 

OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Goal 1: Monitor waste and 

establish a Waste 

Information System (WIS) 

Municipal contribution 

to the district WIS. 

Municipality Waste Officer appointed and trained in first year and 

initial quantification of waste streams undertaken. 

Workshop, district and municipal 

reports 

Objective 1.1: Build capacity 

in local municipality to monitor 

waste 

Waste Management 

Officer designated and 

trained 

1. WMO with responsibility for reporting on district WIS 

appointed within first year of IWMP 

2. Attend a district training workshop with DEA on waste stream 

analysis and categorisation and the requirements of the 

National WIS within first year of IWMP 

3. Technical capacity to quantify waste streams to be in place by 

end of first year of IWMP 

 Municipal reports on 

appointment of waste officer 

and feedback on training 

workshop. 

 DEA to provide a report on the 

training workshop, including 

attendance register. 

Objective 1.2: Implement a  

WIS 

Submission of WIS 

reports on a regular basis 

to the District 

Set up and maintain reporting systems for WIS that is compliant with 

the National WIS – setup to be completed within first year, subsequent 

reporting to be monitored by the district over the course of the IWMP 

Submission of data to District WIS on a 

monthly basis 
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OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Goal 2: Improved landfill management and Waste 

disposal 

Compliance with legislation All landfills either licensed or closed 

and replaced by waste transfer 

stations by 2018 

Landfill site 

Objective 2.1: Perform a cost benefit analysis of 

licensing and compliance requirements and operational 

costs at each landfill/communal dumpsite vs. closure 

and the establishment of waste transfer stations  

Municipality to complete cost 

benefit analyses for all landfills 

and communal dumpsites 

All landfill/communal dumpsites to be 

assessed by year two of the IWMP 

Reports on each landfill/communal 

dump site. 

Objective 2.2: All land-fill sites either licensed in terms 

of the Waste Act or closed 

Number of landfill sites 

licensed and compliant, 

number of landfill sites safely 

closed. 

All landfill sites to be licensed and 

compliant by year three of the IWMP 

Quarterly inspections and reports by 

the District of all licensed landfills to 

ensure compliance with licensing 

requirements. 

Objective 2.3: Where cost-effective, replace landfills 

and communal dumpsites with waste transfer stations. 

Number of waste transfer 

stations established 

All urban areas and rural villages to have 

access to either a licensed landfill site or 

a waste transfer station by end of year 

three of the IWMP 

Quarterly inspections and reports by 

the District of all waste transfer 

stations. 

Objective 2.4: Ensure capacity and budgets are in 

place to service waste transfer stations 

Number of vehicles for 

transporting waste with 

maintenance and operation 

plans and budgets. 

All waste vehicles fleets to be of sufficient 

capacity and supported by maintenance 

and operation plans and budgets.  

Approved maintenance and operation 

plans and budgets for vehicles. 

District WIS reports on waste transfer 

stations 
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OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Goal 3: Community Awareness 

Programmes 

Increased awareness and 

involvement in waste 

management. 

Reduction in illegal dumping and proper disposal of domestic 

hazardous waste. 

Reporting by Waste Officers 

and records from service 

providers 

Objective 3.1: Reduce illegal 

dumping  

Reduction in incidents of 

illegal dumping. 

 

Promulgation of by-laws with respect to illegal dumping by local 

municipality in year one of IWMP 

Community awareness programme around illegal dumping 

coordinated by the district implemented in the local municipality, 

starting year one. 

Number of fines/prosecutions in 

relation to reported incidents of 

illegal dumping 

Objective 3.2: Raise awareness 

and put in place systems for safe 

disposal of domestic hazardous 

waste. 

Collection of hazardous 

domestic waste by retailers 

and health facilities.  

All retailers and health facilities providing sources of domestic 

hazardous waste (e.g. batteries, compact fluorescent light bulbs, 

engine oil and pharmaceuticals to have systems in place for accepting 

such waste products by end of year one of IWMP. 

Awareness programme coordinated by the district but implemented by 

local municipality in schools, churches and other civic groups to be 

started in year one. 

Number of awareness 

workshops run. 

Retailer and health facility 

records on collection of 

hazardous wastes 
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OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Goal 4:  Promote waste minimisation, 

reuse, and recycling 

Reduction in waste to landfill  Local municipality implementation plan for 

District waste minimisation and recycling 

strategy in place by 2018 

Annual reports and WIS 

Objective 4.1: Perform a baseline study of 

recycling and composting potential and 

options for waste reduction 

 Appointment of service provider 

 Involvement of SMEs and job 

creation 

 Sourcing of sustainable finance from 

central government/Green 

Fund/Donors etc 

 Reduction of waste to landfill as 

quantified by District WIS 

 Draw up Terms of Reference for service 

provider and appoint service provider in 

year one 

Performance in terms of TOR. 

Objective 4.2: Approval and financing of 

waste reduction strategy and local 

municipality implementation plans 

 Approval by the district of recycling 

strategy 

 Approval by local municipality of 

implementation plans 

 Finance in place for procurement and 

contracting of service providers 

 Procurement framework and finance in 

place by end of year two of the IWMP 

Council minutes and 

documented Strategy and 

Implementation Plan 
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OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Objective 4.3: Create jobs and empower 

communities through recycling and 

composting of waste. 

 Job creation 

 SME development 

 Domestic/communal food gardens 

 Reduce rate of waste disposal to landfill 

by 20% by 2018. 

 Create a minimum of 20 sustainable 

jobs through recycling by 2018 

Monitoring through District 

WIS 

Evaluation of implementation 

plan by WMO. 

 

 

 

 

OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Goal 5:  Sustainable Funding for 

waste management 

Prioritisation of waste management 

of municipal budget  

100% of allocated budget spent each financial year Annual reports 

Objective 5.1: Adequate funds are in 

place and systems are cost effective 

90% of the required budget  allocated 

each financial year 

100% of allocated budget spent each financial year Annual reports 

Objective 5.2: Sustainable tariffs in 

place 

Percentage of waste management 

costs recovered through waste tariffs 

80% of local municipality waste management budgets to be 

recovered through local tariff collection by the end of the current 

IWMP. 

Annual reports by 

local municipality 
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OBJECTIVES INDICATORS TARGETS Means of Verification 

Goal 6: Enhance waste collection in 

the Local municipality 

 

Percentage of households receiving refuse 

removal services 

95% of households with access to 

refuse removal services 

Provision of refuse services 

Objective 6.1: Appropriate and sufficient 

collection equipment is in place to ensure 

effective service 

Municipality to procure collection vehicles Municipality to have sufficient 

capacity with fleet maintenance and 

operation plan in place.  

Fleet maintenance and operation plans 

Objective 6.2 Waste management 

standards and by -laws 

 Local municipal by-laws to regulate 

waste management in place 

 Standards for waste collection 

receptacles to be in place, with 

assistance to indigent households 

By laws and standards approved by 

2014 

Functional by laws in place 

Appropriate standards and provisions 

for indigent households with respect to 

waste receptacles. 
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4.4 Instruments for implementing the IWMP 

4.4.1 Legislation, Policy Guidelines, Norms and Standards 

The policy environment relevant to this IWMP is described in section 1.4 of this plan, Policy and Legislation. 

Of particular importance in terms of providing guidelines to the district in terms of acceptable levels of service 

delivery and minimum standards are the following: 

i. The National Domestic Waste Collection Standards (January 2011), provide guidance in relation to 

acceptable levels of service taking into account the challenges faced in service delivery to low and 

medium density rural settlements.  The standards provide guidance on separation at source, 

collection of recyclables and drop-off centers, household waste receptacles, bulk containers, 

communal collection points, frequency of collection, collection vehicles, and communication and 

awareness; 

ii. The National Policy for the Provision of Basic Refuse Removal Services to Indigent Households 

specifies the free basic refuse removal service level for indigent households. This includes the 

provision of appropriate receptacles and specifies the need to maintain an up-to-date, audited 

register of indigent households, which will be used to inform national to local fiscal transfers in terms 

of the equitable share and Municipal Infrastructure Grant; 

iii. The DWAF Minimum Requirements for Disposal to Landfill is in the process of being replaced by the 

Waste Classification and Management System which will update the standards for classifying waste 

and specifying appropriate transport, treatment and disposal options for each category of waste, 

including revised standards for the management of landfills; 

iv. The Waste Management and Classification System will be aligned with the South African Waste 

Information System (SAWIS). All waste service providers, including municipalities, are required to 

report on waste flows through the online SAWIS portal. The South African Waste Information Centre 

(SAWIC) offers training workshops on SAWIS; 

v. The Consumer Protection Act stipulates that produces and retailers of products that cannot safely 

be disposed of as general domestic waste must put in place systems to allow consumers to return 

the used products at the point of sale for safe treatment and disposal; 

vi. The Department of Environmental Affairs has drawn up model waste management by-laws for local 

municipalities, which can easily be repurposed by particular local municipalities to ensure that they 

comply with this requirement of the Waste Act. By-laws must deal with littering and illegal dumping, 

incorrect use of communal dump sites and drop off points, a failure to reduce and recycle, any 

unhealthy or unsafe practices (such as the burning of waste) and pollution of the air or water courses; 

vii. The Department of Environmental Affairs has drawn up guidelines for the development of Integrated 

Waste Management Plans (IWMPs) which local municipalities can use, in conjunction with the 

strategic framework provided by this District IWMP, to develop their local IWMPs in compliance with 

the Waste Act; 

viii. The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) has drawn up a Good Practice Guide to 

Waste Transfer Stations, Material Recovery Facilities and Buy-back Centers for local government; 

and 

ix. The Waste Act specifies the requirement for all municipalities to appoint Waste Management 

Officers to coordinate waste management activities and to monitor compliance with relevant 

legislation and policy.  

4.4.2 Partnerships 

The district and local municipality can make use of partnerships with other public sector entities and 
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departments to build capacity and reduce the financial burden of equipment and salaries in relation to waste 

management. Several opportunities exist in relation to the Department of Environmental Affairs, including 

funding job creation projects involving waste through the department’s Environmental Protection and 

Infrastructure Programme (EPIP), which is used to implement Extended Public Works Projects. The 

application made for the EPIP project, to upgrade landfill sites was lodged in 2013.    

The Department of Environmental Affairs is currently piloting a programme involving the use of portable 

weigh-bridges to assist municipalities in quantifying waste streams and offers training workshops in this 

regard. Considering the challenges faced across the district, this is a key intervention. 

Public-private partnerships can take a number of forms – from simple procurement of service providers 

through standard tender processes to assist in planning processes, to long-term Treasury approved contract 

for the delivery of infrastructure and services. Taking into account the capacity constraints affecting the 

district and local municipality, a range of public-private partnerships should be considered, particularly in 

relation to recycling projects that involve the community and create jobs.  

Partnerships with community based SMMEs and cooperatives related to composting and recycling represent 

important opportunities for diverting waste from landfill and stimulating the waste economy. The 

municipality can play an important role in facilitating finance and contracting with companies such as Mondi. 

These partnerships can provide an alternative to uncontrolled and unhygienic scavenging on landfill sites. 

A number of industry supported recycling initiatives exist that can be strategically leveraged by the district in 

cooperation with local municipalities, including the ROSE (Recycling Oil Saves the Environment) foundation’s 

programme for the safe disposal of used engine oil and the Recycling and Economic Development Initiative 

of South Africa (REDISA) which is implementing an industry waste management plan for the recycling and 

safe disposal of tyres.  

4.4.3 Financing the IWMP 

Funding is required for building capacity within the municipality, the implementation of the IWMP, operation 

and maintenance costs of facilities and machinery and equipment and the design and commissioning of new 

waste management facilities including the communal collection points, drop off sites and waste transfer 

stations. 

4.4.3.1 Financing waste prevention, minimization and recycling 

Bearing in mind the low volumes of waste and large distances from end-buyers of recyclables that pertain in 

the district, there is a need for the district to play an active role in coordinating and subsidising an integrated 

district recycling strategy. This strategy should be based on an analysis of the potential volumes of recyclables 

and the opportunities for combining local waste streams to achieve greater volumes of recyclables. 

Considering these challenges within the context of the socio-demographic profile of the district, there is a 

clear need to source external funding from a variety of sources, including: 

 National to local fiscal transfer mechanisms, such as MIG grants; 

 The Green Fund; 

 The Jobs Fund; and 

 EPWP programmes. 
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At the same time, the Karoo-Hoogland local municipality should ensure that waste tariffs are appropriately 

structured and aligned with the principles of social equity to ensure that basic services are sustainably funded 

from its own revenues. These revenues can be supplemented by allocations in terms of the equitable share 

that reflect the fact that the number of indigent households within the local municipality significantly exceeds 

the national average.  

4.4.3.2 Financing waste treatment and disposal 

The infrastructure costs associated with general waste disposal should mainly be funded by user fees or as 

part of waste charges for the local authorities’ general waste disposal sites. A more controlled landfill 

environment with appropriate waste disposal tariffs imposed will reflect the real cost of waste disposal, 

where records are kept of waste volumes and site users per landfill site. MIG grants should be leveraged to 

cover some of the capital expenditure required to upgrade landfills to ensure compliance. 

4.5 Implementation Plan 

The implementation plan for the Karoo-Hoogland Local Municipality’s IWMP is based on the reality that the 

local municipality has real capacity constraints as a result of its small size and constrained revenue base. To 

achieve economies of scale, it is essential that the District Municipality is proactive in providing technical 

capacity and strategic direction to the Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality. 

The sections below outline the implementation plan in terms of projects and programmes structured around 

the goals and objectives specified in the logical framework. The Implementation plan provides 

recommendations for activities, delivery targets and delivery milestones as well as time frames and 

responsibilities.  
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Goal 1: Effectively monitor waste streams within the municipality and establish a waste information system that is compliant with the requirements of the national 

waste information system. 

Objective 1.1 Build capacities in local municipality to monitor waste management 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Designate a Waste 
Management Officer for the 
local municipality.  

Salary for WMO 
WMO must be 
identified internally 

Identified candidate 
currently may have 
additional 
responsibilities in 
addition to waste. 

R250, 000 to R350, 
000 per annum, 
dependant on 
qualifications and 
experience. 

Year  one 

Workshop and training by DEA 
on the role of WMOs  

Support from DEA, 
budget for logistics 

Municipal budget Budget for logistics R3,000 Year one 

Performance targets and 
reporting templates in place for 
WMO 

Appointment of 
local WMO, Local 
IWMP approved by 
council 

IWMP WMO  Year one 

 

Objective 1.2 Implement a Waste Information System 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Training by SAWIC in SAWIS 
requirements and 
methodologies for monitoring 
waste streams 

Support from DEA, 
budget for 
workshop logistics 

SAWIC Budget for logistics. R5,000  Year  one 

Equipment and infrastructure 
for monitoring waste streams 

Weighbridges none 
Support from DEA, 
MIG Grants 

Procured by district Year two 
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Goal 2: Improve landfill management and waste disposal practices by ensuring regulatory compliance and implementation of best practices. 

Objective 2.1: Perform a cost-benefit analysis of licensing and compliance requirements and operational costs for each landfill site versus closure and replacement by 

a drop-off centre/waste transfer station. 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

WMO to draw up terms of 
reference and appoint a 
service provider.  

WMO, Service 
Provider, District 
WIS 

District WMO  
Service Provider, 
District WIS 

R500,000 to 
R1,000,000 
depending on 
procurement 
process 

Year  two 

Internal workshop to evaluate 
service provider 
recommendations  

WMOs,  budget for 
logistics 

Municipal budget Budget for logistics R1,000 Year two 

Train landfill operators 
WMOs,  budget for 
logistics, DEA  

WMOs,  budget for 
logistics, DEA 

  Year two 

 

Objective 2.2: All land-fill sites licensed and compliant in terms of the Waste Act, or closed down. 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Training in the Waste 
Classification and 
Management System 

Support from DEA, 
budget for logistics 

Municipal budget Budget for logistics R1,000 Year two 

Monitor service provider for 
required EIA’s to license 
unlicensed landfills.  

Cost benefit 
analysis of 
landfills, Trained 
WMOs 

District WMO  
Cost benefit 
analysis of landfills, 
Trained WMO 

R500,000 to 
R1,000,000 
depending on 
procurement by 
District 

Year  three 
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Monitor compliance of closure 
processes for landfills  

Trained WMO  Trained WMOs  Year three 

 

 

 

Objective 2.3: Where cost-effective replace landfills and communal dumpsites with drop-off points/waste transfer stations. 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Monitor procurement and 
performance of infrastructure 
service providers.  

Cost benefit 
analysis of landfills, 
WMOs trained in 
Waste 
Classification and 
Management 
System 

District WMO  
Cost benefit 
analysis of landfills, 
Trained WMOs 

R500,000 to 
R1,000,000 
depending on 
procurement by 
District 

Year  three 

Monitor upgrades to waste 
vehicle fleets, existence of 
maintenance and operation 
plans and budgets  

Trained WMO  District WMO Trained WMO  Year three 
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Goal 3: Raise community awareness of waste management issues so as to increase community participation and involvement in waste management service delivery 

decision-making and initiatives. 

Objective 3.1: Reduce illegal dumping 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Workshop for councilors on 
waste management. Monitor 
and support promulgation of 
by-laws by local municipality  

SALGA, Model by-
laws, council 
cooperation 

SALGA, Model by-
laws  

Council 
Cooperation 

R1,000 Year  one 

Community Awareness 
Programme for on illegal 
dumping  

Media (posters, 
radio, 
newspapers), 
content, service 
provider 

EPIP 
Beautification and 
street cleaning 
project proposals 

Budget for 
campaign 

R50,000 – District 
to assist with media 

Year two 

Training of Environment 
Monitoring Inspectors (EMIs) 

Training 
Already trained, 
waiting designation  

  Year one 

Objective 3.2: Raise awareness and put in place systems for safe disposal of hazardous waste. 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Meetings with mines, 
businesses by EMIs re Waste 
Act and Producer 
Responsibility 

Trained& 
designated  EMIs 

Trained EMIs   Year  one 

Community Awareness 
Programme on hazardous 
waste – appoint service 
provider to develop media 
strategy and content 

Media (posters, 
radio, 
newspapers), 
content, service 
provider 

EPIP 
Beautification and 
street cleaning 
project proposals 

Budget for 
campaign 

R50,000 – District 
to assist with media 

Year one 
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Goal 4: Reduce disposal of waste to landfill by promoting waste minimisation, reuse, recycling and waste to energy conversion. 

Objective 4.1: Perform a baseline study of recycling and composting potential and options for waste reduction 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

WMO to draw up TOR, appoint 
and monitor a service provider 

Service provider District WMO 
Service provider, 
Local WMO 

500,000 depending 
on procurement, to 
be procured by 
district 

Year  two 

Workshop to evaluate 
recommendations 

WMO,  
District WMO, 
councillors 

WMO, logistics 
budget 

1,000 Year two 

 

Objective 4.2: Approval and financing of waste reduction strategy and local municipality implementation plans 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

Attend workshop on waste 
reduction strategy 

WMO, councillors, 
logistics budget 

District WMO, 
councilors 

WMO, logistics 
budget 

1,000 (logistics) 
District to procure 
service provider 

Year  two 

District and Local Municipality 
approval of waste reduction 
strategy 

WMO, council District WMO Local WMO  Year two 

Budget and Finance for 
Strategy 

Green Fund, EPIP, 
MIG  

Municipal budget External funding  5,000,000 Year two 

 

Objective 4.3: Create jobs and empower communities through recycling and composting of waste. 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 
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Recycling Awareness 
Campaign 

Media budget  Media budget 
10,000 depending 
on procurement 

Year three, four 
and five 

Appoint and manage service 
providers  

WMO, council 
approval 

District WMO,  Local WMOs 
As per Budget for 
strategy 

Year three, four 
and five 

Apply labour intensive models 
such  food for waste, ward 
based waste collection etc.  

WMO, councillors, 
logistics budget 

Local & District 
WMOs, 
councillors, EPWP, 
DEA in Youth Job 
in waste  

Municipality, DPW, 
DEA 

 
Year two, three, 
four and five 

 

 

Goal 5: Ensure sustainable financing for waste management services. 

Objective 5.1 Adequate funds are in place and systems are cost effective 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget Timeline 

WMO to prepare waste 
management budgets  

WMO  Local WMO  
Year one, two, 
three, four and 
five 

WMO and Corporate services to 
review local municipality tariffs 
and make recommendations 

WMO, council 
District WMO, 
councilors 

Local WMO  
Year one, two, 
three, four and 
five 

WMO to monitor preparation of 
indigent registers 

WMOs, 
councilors 

District WMO, 
councilors 

Local WMO  
Year one, two, 
three, four and 
five 
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Goal 6: Improve the delivery of waste collection services 

Objective 6.1: Appropriate and sufficient collection equipment is in place to ensure effective service 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

WMO to report quarterly to 
District Forum on maintenance 
and operational status of vehicle 
fleets, identify shortfalls 

WMO  Local WMO  
Year one, two, 
three, four and 
five 

 

Objective 6.2: Compliance with waste service delivery standards and by -laws 

Main steps/activities Resources required Resources in place Shortfall Approximate budget 
Timeline 

 

WMO to report quarterly to 
District on compliance with waste 
collection standards and free 
basic refuse collection standards 

WMO  Local WMO  
Year one, two, 
three, four and 
five 

WMO to report quarterly to 
District on monitoring and 
enforcement of municipal waste 
management by-laws 

WMO  Local WMO  
Year one, two, 
three, four and 
five 
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4.6 Monitoring and evaluation 

Monitoring and evaluation will be undertaken using the framework provided by the Logical Framework and 

the Implementation Plan. The Logical Framework provides an evaluation framework in the form of indicators 

and targets that are measureable, realistic and time bound.  

The implementation plan, which includes a detailed list of activities, approximate budgets and timelines, 

provides a means of monitoring progress towards the objectives of the IWMP. Mitigating measures and 

appropriate interventions should be taken if the IWMP process falls behind in reaching its goals to bring 

implementation back on track. Annual monitoring is required to ensure that the implementation of the IWMP 

is on track; thereafter the IWMP should then be reviewed after five years.  

Monitoring activities that should to be undertaken include: 

 General operational issues: These include budget allocations, human resources, waste generation 

rates, tariff payments, and establishment of an waste management system; 

 Waste prevention and minimisation (e.g. annual reports of waste minimisation programmes and 

projects regarding the installation of buy-back centers and garden sites; and information exchange 

and the establishment of waste minimization records); 

 Collection and transportation (e.g. annual reports on the implementation of collection and 

transportation services and payment received, as well as annual reports regarding the establishment 

of transfer stations and collection points and drop-off sites); 

 Reuse, Recycling and Recovery (e.g. annual reports on waste reuse, recycling and recovery 

programmes and projects; information exchange between stakeholders; stakeholder forums 

coordinating new reuse, recycling and recovery activities) ; and 

 Treatment and disposal (e.g. registration and licensing of waste treatment facilities, auditing of waste 

treatment facilities by district and provincial authorities, environmental performance and impact, 

and record keeping and training at disposal sites). 

The Logical Framework should be reviewed on an annual basis, and adjusted as required, with these 

adjustments being followed through in the implementation plan. 

4.7 Recommendations and conclusion 

The large area and the dispersed nature of settlements throughout the Karoo-Hoogland Local Municipality 

present a unique set of challenges regarding the provision of waste management services. The involvement 

of rural communities to assist in the provision of services can afford impoverished community members the 

opportunity to earn an income from waste management. The municipality must implement an effective 

waste monitoring programme to establish reliable and current waste type and volume records which will 

inform waste management initiatives. The local municipality will need to be assisted by the district with 

training to ensure that waste monitoring is done properly. Data on waste must be captured on the waste 

information system, which would then be used to assist the coordination of waste management resources 

and efforts.  

The Karoo Hoogland Local Municipality will require financial assistance and technical expertise from the 

district municipality to effectively implement waste management plan. The district municipality should 

especially assist in the provision of services to rural communities and outlying homestead areas where 
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residents have little or no access to waste management services and where the creation of landfill sites is 

unfeasible. For this reason a combined and coordinated response to solving waste management issues 

involving both the NDM and the local municipality is required. 

 A feasibility study regarding the placement of waste management facilities (such buy-back centres, 

communal dumps sites, collection points, and transfer stations) as outlined in this IWMP must be conducted. 

The feasibility study would require road networks and settlement/population spatial data to be analysed for 

the local municipality. The most suitable locations could then be selected for possible placement of sites for 

waste management facilities.  

The management of waste associated with mining activities represents a significant challenge for the local 

municipality, as there is insufficient technical capacity currently to effectively perform this task. To equip the 

municipality in this respect will require ongoing mentoring and training of EMI’s by the province and national 

Department of Environmental Affairs. 

Lastly, empowering local communities or small businesses with the means and ability to become involved in 

the collection and recycling of waste may be a more affordable option than that of the local municipality 

purchasing the infrastructure needed to provide these services. The local municipality should encourage, 

assist or even employ local community members and/or SMMEs to collect waste and to manage waste 

facilities.  With the aid of waste reduction and recycling campaigns, a significant reduction of refuse entering 

landfill sites can be expected, which in turn will ensure that the life of the landfill is extended, which will in 

turn, result in substantial cost savings and environmental benefits to the municipality. 
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,         

Appendix 

Sources of Funding 

There are different capital and operational funding sources for Waste management in South Africa.  

There is a system of municipal infrastructure grants for providing adequate services nationally. In principle, 

infrastructure grant finance will only be provided if it is clear that the municipality can financially sustain the 

resulting infrastructure and services. The capital grants available for municipal solid waste facilities are listed 

below. 

SRP, EPWP and Government Outcome Based Approach Grant 

The municipality can apply to DEA to access this fund. Contact Details: The SRPP helpdesk: Tel: (012) 310 

3426 or E-mail: srpphelp@environment.gov.za.  

Expanded Public Works Programme Incentive Grant for Provinces 

This grant is managed by the national Department of Public Works (DPW) and granted to eligible provincial 

departments for continuing or expanding job creation programmes. For further information see 

www.publicworks.gov.za. 

Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 

The MIG is intended to provide basic residential infrastructure for poor households. It is calculated by a 

formula that considers, among other things, the backlog in the provision of services, including solid waste. 

The grant can be used for new or upgrading bulk and connector infrastructure, or the rehabilitation of such 

existing infrastructure.  

Municipalities must report on the number of households serviced, in this case, with solid waste services. The 

MIG is the most common source of external funding for solid waste capital projects. However, the MIG, which 

is administered by the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs, only funds immovable 

infrastructure, thereby excluding vehicles, which form a large portion of the capital costs of solid waste 

management. The MIG is an infrastructure transfer mechanism and is geared to making the system of 

transfers to municipalities simpler, more certain and direct. Its conditions are more flexible, designed to 

support the capital budgets of municipalities, and to facilitate integrated development planning.   

Urban Settlements Development Grant (USDG) 

This grant replaced the MIG and Human Settlements Development Grant in the metropolitan municipalities, 

and as such, has similar intentions. The Urban Settlement Development Grant (USDG) seeks to support the 

development of sustainable human settlements and improved quality of life for households through 

accelerating the provision of serviced land for low-income households in large urban areas by supplementing 

municipal resources. It can be used by qualifying municipalities for solid waste capital projects, and has less 

stringent regulation than the MIG. This grant is administered by the Human Settlements Department.  
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Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant (NDPG) 

The intention of the NDPG is to support neighbourhood development projects that provide community 

infrastructure and create the platform for development in targeted underserved neighbourhoods (townships 

generally). It is prioritised towards projects that address government priorities, including the promotion of 

employment, green technology, and youth development. In the context of solid waste, this could include a 

WTS, MRF of BBC in one of the targeted areas. National Treasury administers the NDPG. 

Other non-government grants 

A list of other possible grant option is provided below. 

Development Finance Institutions 

 Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) 

Contact Details:   www.dbsa.org 
Contact Person: Corporate Relations 
Postal Address: PO Box 1234, Halfway House1685 
1258 Lever Road, Headway Hill, MIDRAND 
Telephone: (011) 313-3911 Fax: (011) 313-3635 / 3086 

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct enquiries and requests to the DBSA / Development Fund. 
DBSA conducts evaluations on the projects and programmes it financed to determine the        
development impact of the investments. 

 

International Donor Organisations 

Australian Agency for International Development (AUSAID) 

Contact Details: www.ausaid.gov.au 
Private Bag X150, Pretoria, 0001 
Phone: (012) 342-3249/ 342-4201 
                     Fax: (012) 324-7271 

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct enquiries and requests to AusAID in South Africa 

 

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)  

Contact Details  
Contact Person: Development Section 
Postal Address: Private Bag X13, Hatfield, Pretoria, 0028 
Telephone: (012) 422-3000 / 442-3042 Fax: (012) 422-3054 

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct requests and enquiries to the Development Section of the Canadian High Commission. 

 

Department for International Development - United Kingdom (DFID) 

Contact Details :  www.dfid.gov.uk 
 E-mail: enquiry@dfid.gov.uk 
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Postal Address: 2nd Floor Sanlam Building, 353 Festival St Cnr Arcadia, Hatfield 0083 
Telephone: (012) 431-2111 Fax: (012) 342-3429 

Application Process and Conditions 
The projects implemented in municipalities are directly linked to the implementation of the IDP 
through technical support and project funding. The funding allocation process can be     
described as follows: 
Prior to the commencement of a funding tranche, a consultation process is followed to agree a 
strategy for donor aid. The UK Secretary of State will then approve the strategy paper. The    
paper identifies priority sectors and each sector will be consulted in relation to the priorities 
identified. In the case of local government, DPLG was consulted. The priorities are valid for a 
three-year period. DPLG will then develop a Log frame for local government, which is in line with 
the country’s strategic objectives and the overall Log frame, which was approved for the sector 
concerned. Each municipality may develop its own priorities and draft a Log frame   according 
to its needs and priorities, provided it supports the main sectoral Log frame. 
DFID does not communicate its funding capacity to municipalities. DPLG identifies the           
recipient municipalities, based on poverty indicators. Funding will reach municipalities via DPLG. 
Municipalities must be able to integrate the priorities of the project into their general Council 
Strategic plan. 
A donor recipient must prepare its project plan in the DFID log frame approach in order to be 
considered for funding. On request from a municipality, assistance is provided in the form of 
consultants who prepare the Log frames for municipalities, on condition that skills must be 
transferred to the municipality. Various workshops are also being held to capacitate 
municipalities. In order to ensure the necessary technical assistance and financial project 
management, DFID would appoint a procurement service provider at the request of a 
municipality. DFID would make the technical assistance available to the municipalities to enable 
them to acquire in-house capacity. Funding tranches are usually awarded for 3 – 5 years. 
DFID’s major skills requirement from municipalities is the ability to project manage a donor 
funded project. In this regard, municipalities need the following competencies: 

• Ability to understand, develop and apply the Logical Framework Approach terminology 

and objectives. 

• Ability to report to the Donor Institution in terms of the LFA requirements. 

• Understand procurement management and be able to ensure procedurally correct  

• procurement process management. 

• Financial management and budgeting 

Average length of time for an application for funding to be processed could be a matter of weeks, 
after the municipality has been identified by DPLG and the municipal Log frame has been 
approved. 
Funds are transferred electronically from the DPLG into the municipality’s account. 
DFID does not micro-manage, but ensures the overall strategic compliance with the priorities 
and objectives of the Log frame. The success of projects is measured in relation to meeting the 
objectives and deliverables outlined in the log frame, which are viewed as the only criteria for 
success of the project. Municipalities have to report on a quarterly basis on progress made. DPLG 
sets criteria in relation to other outputs. DPLG and Logosul have to report on their funding 
allocations in the same manner. 
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Municipalities’ own contributions to the project are evaluated in terms of their commitment to 
utilize their own resources or secure additional resources to support project objectives. 
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 Development Cooperation Ireland (DCI) /Ireland Aid 

Contact Details :  www.dci.ie / www.emassyireland.org.za 
Contact Person: Secretary 
E-mail: pretoria@iveagh.irlgov.ie 
Postal Address: PO Box 4174, Pretoria, 0001 
First Floor, Southern Life Plaza, 1059 Schoeman Street, Arcadia 
Telephone: (012) 342-5062 Fax: (012) 342-4752 

Application Process and Conditions 
The Programme is administered from the Embassy of Ireland in Pretoria, by the First Secretary, a 
development specialist and two local advisors. The Desk Officer in DCI in Dublin assists in the 
formulation of strategy and the preparation of project proposals. 

 

European Union 

Contact Details: www.eusa.org.za 
Postal Address: Delegation of the European Commission in South Africa, 
1 Greenpark Estate, 27 George Storrar Dr, Groenkloof, 0181 
Telephone: (012) 452-5258 Fax: (012) 460-9923 

Application Process and Conditions 
Applications from municipalities are not received by the EU, but channelled through DPLG, who 
identifies priority municipalities during the design phases of projects and communicates        
directly with recipient municipalities. Funding activities are directed at the provinces with the 
highest poverty indicators and current recipients are the Eastern Cape, Limpopo and KwaZulu 
Natal. Approximately 20 municipalities received funding in these provinces. The spread of funding 
across municipal categories is biased towards rural and district municipalities.                    
Approximately 90% of funding is directed at category B and C municipalities. 
Prior to the commencement of a funding tranche, a consultation process is followed to develop 
proposals for EU assistance in the country. Various consultations will take place to ensure that all 
stakeholders are consulted. The country strategy is then discussed with the other member states 
of the EU. Once the country strategy is approved, it is submitted to the Treasury and a Multi-
Annual Indicative Programme is signed between the EU and RSA Government. 
Skills requirements for recipient municipalities vary. Metropolitan areas receive unconditional 
budget support for infrastructural development, while EU funding to rural areas is monitored by 
the DPLG. 
No specific institutional or management systems are required for the allocation of donor funds. 
Project plans must be submitted in the approved Log frame format. Once funding has been 
allocated, municipalities must have approved financial management and procurement policies in 
place to receive EU funding. Support can be obtained from the PIMMS centres in the absence 
thereof. Performance management is another area that is deemed necessary and the EU is 
currently providing assistance in relation to Performance Management Systems in municipalities. 
Municipalities are evaluated and reviewed on a quarterly basis. Mid-term reviews by independent 
consultants are also held halfway through the project. The reports measure the performance of 
the municipality, in terms of meeting the project objectives. At the end of a project a final 
evaluation is performed to evaluate the success of the project and to review lessons learnt. 
Criteria to evaluate success are: 
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• Relevance 

• Effectiveness 

• Efficiency 

• Impact 

 

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)  

Contact Details: www.jica.go.jp/english 
Contact Person: Resident Representative 
E-mail: jicasa@mweb.co.za 
Postal Address: PO Box 14068, Hatfield, 0028 
1st Floor, Bank Forum Building, Fehrsen & Veale Streets, New Muckleneuk,       Pretoria 
Telephone: (012) 346-4493 Fax: (012) 346-4966  

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct enquiries and requests to the JICA South Africa Office. 

 

Netherlands Embassy 

Contact Details:  www.dutchembassy.co.za 
E-mail: pre@minbuza.nl 
Postal Address: PO Box 117, Pretoria, 0001 
  825 Arcadia Street, Arcadia Pretoria 0083 
Telephone: (012) 344-3910/1/2/3/4/5 Fax: (012) 343-9950 

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct enquiries to the Embassy of the Netherlands. 

 

Royal Danish Embassy  

Contact Details: www.denmark.co.za 
Contact Person: Counsellor 
E-mail: pryamb@um.dk 
Postal Address: PO Box 11439, Hatfield, 0028 
iParioli Office Park Block B2, Ground Floor, 1166 Park Street, Hatfield 
Telephone: (012) 430-9340 Fax: (012) 342-7620 

Application Process and Conditions 
Cooperation will focus on the Eastern Cape, Kwazulu-Natal and Limpopo. 
Good Governance Programme Co-ordinator: Bokellang Khave (bokkha@um.dk) 
SESD Contact Person: Mr Fin Poulsen 
B-t-B Programme information at www.psdprogramme.dk/www.ps-programme.dk or contact the 
B-t-B Programme office located within the Danish Embassy in Pretoria. 
Contact the Danish Embassy (Pretoria) regarding the EDRF programme in South Africa. 

 

Royal Norwegian Embassy 
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Contact Details: www.norway.org.za 
Contact Person: Information Centre (NORAD) 
E-mail: embta@noramb.co.za / sk@norad.no 
Postal Address: PO Box 11612, Hatfield, 0028 
Telephone: (012) 342-6100 Fax: (012) 342-6099 

Application Process and Conditions 
The Norwegian/South African development cooperation will have clear objectives and targets, 
and be monitored regularly. Specific agreements will serve as instruments for dialogue, 
performance measurements and control.  
Direct enquiries to the Royal Norwegian Embassy in Pretoria. 

 

Saudi Fund for Development (SDC) 

Contact Details: www.sfd.gov.sa 
Contact Person: Saudi Arabia Agency 
E-mail: Info@sfd.gov.sa (SFD) 
Postal Address: PO Box 13930, Hatfield0028 
Saudi Arabia Embassy, 711 Duncan St, Hatfield 
Telephone: (012) 362-4248 / 4230 Fax: (012) 462-4230 

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct enquiries and requests regarding the SFD and Saudi Arabia Agency aid possibilities to the 
Embassy in Pretoria. 
In granting loans for financing of developmental projects, the SFD requires that: 
The economic and social feasibility of the project be acceptable to the Fund. 
The loan should be disbursed and repaid in Saudi Riyals.  
The amount of the loan granted for any project should not exceed 5% of the Fund’s capital nor 
exceed fifty percent 50% of the total cost of the project for which the loan is granted. 
The total amount of loans granted to any country should not exceed 10% of the Fund’s capital at 
any one time. 

 

United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) Regional Office for Africa (ROA) 

Contact Detail:    www.unep.org 
Contact Person: Regional Information Officer 
Postal Address: PO Box 30552 Nairobi, Kenya 
Telephone: 254 20 62 4292 

Application Process and Conditions 
For more information contact the Regional Information Officer. 

 

 World Bank 

Contact Details : www.worldbank.org 
Contact Person: Resident Representative 
E-mail: missions@worldbank.org 
1st Floor, Equity Court, 1250 Pretoria Street, Hatfield 
Postal Address: P.O. Box 12629, Hatfield, 0028 
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                     Telephone: (012) 342-3111 Fax: (012) 342-5511/5151 

Application Process and Conditions 
Direct enquiries to the World Bank’s Resident Representative. 

 

Non-Governmental Organisations 

Mvula Trust 

Contact Details:  www.mvula.co.za 
Contact Person: PA to Policy Unit Director 
Postal Address: P.O. Box 32351, Braamfontein, 2017 
12th Floor, Braamfontein Centre, 23 Jorissen Street, Braamfontein, Johannesburg 
Telephone: (011) 403-3425 Fax: (011) 403-1260 

Application Process and Conditions 
Contact either the national office or a regional office to request an application form and enquire 
about feasibility study requirements. 

 

World Environment Centre (WEC) 

Contact Details:  www.wec.org 
Contact Director of Development 
Postal Address: 419 Park Avenue South, Suite 500, New York, NY 10016, USA 
                     Telephone: (+ 212) 683-4700 Fax: (+ 212) 683-5053 

Application Process and Conditions 
The WEC is headquartered in New York City with a European branch and Country Directors in 
India and Mexico. Submit electronic queries directly from the WEC website. 

 

Private Sector 

Nestlé SA (Pty) Ltd 

Contact Details:  www.nestle.co.za 
E-mail: corporate.affairs@za.Nestle.com 
Postal Address: PO Box 50616, Randburg, 2125 
192 Hendrik Verwoerd Drive, Randburg 
Telephone: (011) 889-6000 Fax: (011) 889-6083 

Application Process and Conditions 
Contact Corporate Communication & Public Affairs for information and requests. 

 

Richards Bay Minerals 

Contact Details: www.rbm.co.za 
  Contact Person: GM: Public & Community Affairs / 
  Head: Public Relations 
  E-mail: info@rbm.co.za 
  Postal Address: PO Box 401, Richards Bay, 3900 
  Telephone: (035) 901-3440/ 3111 Fax: (035) 901-3480 / 3442 

Application Process and Conditions 
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Direct queries and requests to Public and Community Affairs or info@rbm.co.za. 
 

 

 

Hi  
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